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Abstract

A new computational tool has been developed to model, discover, and optimize
new alloys that simultaneously satisfy up to eleven physical criteria. An artifi-
cial neural network is trained from pre-existing materials data that enables the
prediction of individual material properties both as a function of composition
and heat treatment routine, which allows it to optimize the material properties
to search for the material with properties most likely to exceed a target criteria.
We design a new polycrystalline nickel-base superalloy with the optimal combi-
nation of cost, density, γ′ phase content and solvus, phase stability, fatigue life,
yield stress, ultimate tensile strength, stress rupture, oxidation resistance, and
tensile elongation. Experimental data demonstrates that the proposed alloy
fulfills the computational predictions, possessing multiple physical properties,
particularly oxidation resistance and yield stress, that exceed existing commer-
cially available alloys.

Keywords: Neural network; materials design; nickel-base superalloy

Despite the central importance of materials in enabling new technologies,
historically the only way to develop new materials has been through experi-
ment driven trial and improvement [1]. This means that commercially available
alloys are the result of many years of empirical development, and whilst they
have good properties, they do not necessarily offer the right balance of prop-
erties needed for specific engineering applications. The capability to discover
materials computationally has the potential to empower engineers to utilize ma-
terials optimized for their application [2]. The development of new algorithms
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and a surge in computing power has enabled the screening of large numbers of
prospective compositions with first principles calculations [1]. Designing alloy
compositions to identify which best fulfill the target criteria has previously been
attempted with a Pareto set [3–5], a principal component analysis [6], robust
design [7], and the orthogonal optimization of different properties [2, 8–11]. In
this paper, we develop a new computational tool that combines experimental
data with computational thermodynamic predictions [12] to rapidly, reliably,
and robustly identify the alloy composition that is most likely to meet a multi-
criterion specification [13].

We use the tool to propose a new nickel-base superalloy [14]. A nickel-base
superalloy is an ideal case study for real-life materials design, because of the
need to obtain the optimal balance of many properties, including physical and
thermodynamic requirements, with a special focus on improving the critical
properties of yield stress and oxidation resistance. This case study not only
serves as an independent test of the alloy design approach, but moreover leads
to a potentially commercially viable alloy.

In the first part of this paper, the computational tools developed to predict
both the expected value and the associated uncertainty in a material’s physical
properties are described. The computational tools are used to evaluate the
likelihood that a proposed alloy composition will satisfy the design criteria,
and to then select the composition most likely to fulfill the design criteria.
This means that we are proposing the alloy that is most likely to succeed in
experimental verification, and, therefore, be of most use to the engineer. The
efficiency of this approach is demonstrated in the second section of the paper
where we present experimental results for the properties of the proposed new
alloy, proving that is has a combination of properties that surpass commercially
available alternatives.

1. Formalism

The goal of the concurrent materials design formalism is to predict a com-
position and processing variables that are most likely to fulfill the multi-criteria
target specification such as a maximum permissible cost and minimum allowed
yield stress. First, predictive models are constructed for each property, second,
these models are used to calculate the probability that a proposed composition
fulfills the target specification, and finally search composition space for the alloy
most likely to fulfill the specification.

The properties that were optimized in the design of the nickel-base superalloy
are shown in Table (1). With properties depending on contrasting length scales,
different calculation methods were adopted that are referenced in the tables.
For some properties including cost and density, physically based models were
adopted: density was calculated as a weighted average of the densities of the
elements comprising the alloy, cost was a weighted average of the prices of the
elements comprising the alloy plus a fixed charge for the preparation and heat
treatments. Two methods can be used to calculate phase stability, the first
using the PhaComp method [15] is evaluated from the average energy levels
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Property Approach Points Target

Cost Physical [90] < 33.7 $ kg−1

Density Physical [27] < 8281 kgm−3

γ′ content calphad [12, 28] < 50.4 vol%
Phase stability calphad [12] > 99.0 vol%
Fatigue life at 500MPa Neural net 15105[29, 30] > 103.9 cycles
Yield stress Neural net 6939[31–83] > 752.2MPa
Ultimate tensile strength Neural net 6693[31–83] > 960.0MPa
300hr rupture Neural net 10860[31–83] > 674.5MPa
Cr activity at 800◦C Neural net 915[84] > 0.14
γ’ solvus calphad [12] > 983 ◦C
Tensile elongation Neural net 2248[31–83] > 11.6%

Table 1: The approach used to predict properties, number of experimental points used to
train the nickel-base superalloy neural network models, references for the data, and the target
specification.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Schematic representation of the neural network.

of d-orbitals (Md) within the transition metals in the alloy, a Md < 0.98eV
indicates that there will be acceptably low formation of topologically closed
packed phases. Md can be evaluated with little computational expense for
the composition space search; the final composition was cross-checked with the
CALPHAD method [16], with data sourced from the TTNI8 database [12].

Several properties cannot be reliably calculated from computer modeling.
Instead, for the fatigue life, yield stress, ultimate tensile strength, rupture, and
tensile elongation a database of experimental results as a function of composition
and heat treatment was compiled from the sources referenced in Table (1). A
neural network model was constructed that predicts the physical properties,
S(C), for composition, C. The form of the neural network is shown in Figure 1.
The network takes three input variables C1,2,3, the links act on the variables
through the indicator function H1,2,3 = tanh(W1,2,3 ·C+X1,2,3), to transform
them into three hidden node valuesH1,2,3. The hidden nodes are again combined
by indicator functions tanh(Y ·H+ Z) to give the final output value S1. This
network, shown in Figure 1, has free variables W11,12,13,21,22,23,31,32,33, X1,2,3,
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Y1,2,3 and Z. In the design of the nickel-base superalloy there are up to ND = 25
input values C1,2,···,25 covering both composition and heat treatments. The free
variables are optimized by minimizing the reduced chi-squared statistic over the
preexisting data

χ2

red =
1

N − (2 +ND)NH − 1

N∑

j=1

(Sj − sj)
2

σ2
j

. (1)

where N is the number of data points of values {s} and experimental un-
certainty {σ} available for training. The statistic divides by the number of
free variables N − (2 + ND)NH − 1 that includes the number of hidden nodes
NH. We found that typically NH = 3 hidden nodes gave the minimal reduced
chi-squared statistic. A separate system of neural networks with its own op-
timizable parameters was constructed for each output Si. To evaluate the
uncertainty in the predictions, a committee of M = 64 neural network mod-
els, labeled j ∈ {1 . . .M}, was constructed using the Bayesian bootstrap ap-
proach [17, 18] that delivers predictions S(C)j . Each neural network model was
constructed by associating random weights with the input data, which deliver
a range of outputs correctly distributed to reflect the underlying uncertainty
in the networks due to the limited input data [17, 18]. For the proposed com-
position, the average value over the models gives the predicted physical value
VC = 1

M

∑M

j=1
SC,j , and the uncertainty was found through the covariance ma-

trix ΣC =
∑M

j=1
(SC,j −VC)(SC,j −VC)

T [19]. The knowledge of uncertainty
is crucial as it allows the designer to balance the risk of materials with lower
uncertainty but are less capable versus promising but speculative alloys.

With a prescription to calculate the separate properties of a material, a sin-
gle merit index is defined to describe how well the material satisfies the design
criteria that can then be optimized. The neural network models offer a unique
insight into the inevitable uncertainty that exists in the predictions based on
experimental data. The uncertainty means that the probability that a putative
composition will satisfy the target design criterion, T, is PC = Φ[Σ−1

C
(VC−T)],

where we assume that uncertainties are normally distributed so Φ is the multi-
variate cumulative normal distribution function [19]. Combining the individual
property probabilities can dramatically reduce the probability that the over-
all alloy will fulfill the whole specification: for example, if the material has a
50% probability of fulfilling each of the ten specified design criteria, the overall
probability that is fulfills all criteria is 0.510 ≈ 0.001, so 0.1%. Therefore, it is
crucial that the probability of the material meeting the conformance specifica-
tion is maximized. To achieve this, the logarithm of the probability log(PC) is
maximized to ensure that, in the region where the material is predicted to not
satisfy the specification, the optimizer runs up a constant gradient slope that
persistently favors the least optimized property.

The design tool’s use of uncertainty and probability is vital here: the further
the composition is from existing experimental data or the greater the uncertainty
in the experimental data, the larger the uncertainty. The tool can therefore be
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allowed to explore the entire range of compositions, and as soon as it is extrap-
olating far beyond any available experimental data points the uncertainty will
grow, naturally bounding the range of compositions from which new alloys may
be reliably predicted. The use of likelihood also allows the tool to explore and
select the ideal compromise between material properties, which is inaccessible
to methods that do not account for likelihood such as a principal component
analysis [6] and robust design [7]. Similarly, the design tool may interpolate
between experimental data, exploring more compositions than would be acces-
sible by an experimentally driven search. Using a neural network to interpolate
allows us to capture deeper correlations than linear regression methods such as
a principal component analysis [6].

As well as predicting material properties, the tool must optimize them. Pre-
vious optimization techniques included running over a pre-determined grid of
compositions, and then sieving them with orthogonal [2, 8–11], or a Pareto
set [3–5]. However the expense of these methods scales exponentially with the
number of design variables rendering them impractical. Another approach is
the use of genetic algorithms [20, 21]. However, this approach is not mathe-
matically guaranteed to find the optimal solution [22, 23], and it displays poor
performance in high dimensional problems [22, 23]. Both of these disadvantages
can be overcome by adopting a simulated annealing based approach. With this
approach, a step length can be used that is comparable to the accuracy with
which a material could be manufactured, this is approximately 0.1wt.% for each
element within the entire composition excluding the possibility of microsegrega-
tion. The temperature is selected so that a fraction of 0.267 steps are accepted,
the optimum to explore a multidimensional space [24]. If too few steps are being
accepted the tool reduces the temperature parameter, if too many then tem-
perature increases. This allows the tool to rapidly explore the design variable
space whilst not getting stuck in local minima. Using this approach, searches
of over ∼ 108 sets of design variables are accomplished in ∼ 1 hour to identify
an optimal material.

2. Results and discussion

Nickel-base superalloys display remarkable high temperature mechanical prop-
erties and environmental resistance. They are used in the gas turbine engines
of the aerospace, marine, and power generation industries, meaning that there
is significant commercial and environmental motivation to develop improved al-
loys to enable more efficient engines to be designed and emissions reduced [25].
The demanding operating conditions at the heart of an engine mean that a su-
peralloy must simultaneously satisfy at least the eleven target properties shown
in Table (1). As nickel-base superalloys have been intensely studied since the
1930’s [12, 26–84] and there are over 120 commercially available alloys for dif-
ferent specialist applications, the optimizing program showed that there is no
single composition that offers properties that exceeds all of the alloys available.
Instead the materials design formalism offers the capability of finding the ideal
compromise between different properties. To demonstrate this capability, an
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Optimal composition (wt.%)
Mn 0.2±0.2 Cr 15.8±0.7
Co 20.0±0.9 Ti 3.0±0.2
Mo 0.5±0.3 Fe 3.9±0.4
W 0.5±0.3 Si 0.2±0.2
Ta 4.9±0.3 Zr 0.18±0.03
Nb 1.1±0.2 B 0.06±0.01
Al 2.4±0.2 C 0.02±0.01
Ni Balance
T 900◦C t 30 hr

Table 2: The proposed nickel-base superalloy composition (wt.%) and heat treatment rou-
tine with the design tolerance of all design variables that are predicted to fulfill the target
specification.

alloy has been sought that improves the real-life limiting factors [85] of yield
stress at 800◦C and oxidation resistance, without greatly sacrificing any other
property. The majority of properties are set by the engineering requirements
of the application and to exceed the properties of RR1000 and Udimet720. For
example, elongation is set at the lower bound of the elongation of Udimet720
of 11.6%, as the alloy only needs a sufficient ductility for damage tolerance in
a turbine disc alloy, so this target is set to allow additional freedom to achieve
other property targets. The γ′ phase content target is set to control the solvus
temperature below 1150◦C, alloys which exceed this temperature such as Alloy
10 are known to be difficult to process and suffer from quench cracking [86]. The
alloy has then been benchmarked against the contemporary alloys Udimet720
(Rolls-Royce AE3007™ engine), LSHR (NASA proposed disc alloy), Rene104
(General Electric GEnx engine), and RR1000 (Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 engine).

Models for the properties shown in Table (1) were constructed, using data
from the references highlighted. The yield stress model focused on arc melted
alloys that are readily experimentally accessible – in commercial disc applica-
tions the alloy would be powder processed, which typically leads to a ∼ 20%
higher yield stress through better grain size and homogeneity control [71]. Phase
stability was defined by the volume fraction of the desirable γ and γ′ phases
present after exposure at 750◦C for 1000 hours, this is equivalent to compositions
with a value of Md < 0.98eV that are likely to remain mostly free of undesirable
phases at exposures of 750◦C for 1000 hours. Fatigue performance was taken to
be the number of cycles the sample could withstand of a 500MPa peak stress
oscillating at 60Hz. Rupture was the maximum stress that the alloy can with-
stand at 700◦C for 300 hours. Cr activity was exp[(µ− µCr)/RT ] where µCr is
the chemical potential of Cr in the alloy and which ultimately forms a Cr2O3

layer that protects against further oxidation and corrosion [84].
The target properties for the Ni superalloy are shown in Table (1). We focus

on searching for an alloy that has a better high-temperature yield strength,
to allow it to be used in the next generation of engines with higher operating
temperature and also better oxidation resistance than previous alloys to increase
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Figure 2: Summary of properties for the Ni superalloy. For each listed property the gray box
refers to the acceptable target properties, the dark gray is the three-sigma uncertainty on the
theoretical prediction. The points refer to experimentally measured values with × V210A
where measured, � refers to Udimet720, • LSHR, � Rene104, and N RR1000.

engine service intervals. Therefore, an alloy is sought that has a target yield
strength that exceeds 752MPa, greater than the best in the sample set, Rene104.
The alloy must also have higher levels of chromium activity than previous alloys
to promote improved oxidation resistance. The targets were set so that the alloy
should then be competitive on all other properties. These models allowed a
composition to be proposed along with an appropriate heat treatment schedule
that has a 20% probability of fulfilling the target specification. The theoretical
predictions, shown in Figure 2, all fall within the required target specification.
This new alloy is denoted V210A, the composition of which is given in Table (2).

2.0.1. Analysis of proposed alloy

The aim of the alloy design tool is to select the alloy with the highest prob-
ability of exceeding all the targets. Examining the probability of an alloy sat-
isfying the design targets exposes the compromise that has been made between
the physical properties stress rupture, phase stability, thermal expansivity, yield
stress, and ultimate tensile strength.

An example of the compromises that must be made between properties is
presented in Figure 3(a) in which the probability of three compositionally sim-
ilar alloys (Alloy A, Alloy B, and Alloy V210A) exceeding various property
targets are shown as a function of yield stress. All three alloys are predicted
to have a high yield stress, in excess of the target specification. However, the
probability that they meet the other target properties varies considerably. Alloy
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (Color online) (a) The variation of the probability of satisfying the overall (gray),
density (blue), ultimate tensile strength (red), and phase stability target (yellow) as a function
of yield strength of the alloy. As well as V210A, two additional alloys, A and B, are described
in the text. (b) The phase fraction of the γ (blue), γ′ (red), σ (green), η (gray), and liquid
(black) phases for the alloy V210A.

A is predicted to have a high probability of exceeding the density and ultimate
tensile strength targets but falls short in respect to phase stability. Alloy B has
a high probability of exceeding the UTS target but a poor prediction in terms of
phase stability and density. Alloy V210A has a high probability of exceeding all
three property targets plotted. Thus, when the properties are combined to give
an overall likelihood of meeting all the targets, V210A has a probability which
exceeds both that of Alloy A and Alloy B. It should be noted that, because the
plot shows how the probability varies with a single property, yield stress, rather
than composition, there is a sharp peak in property space.

Physical properties of Ni alloys are controlled not only by composition but
also with the operating temperature. Therefore, to understand the variation of
physical properties, in Figure 3(b) we examine the predicted mass fraction of
phases as a function of temperature for the alloy V210A. The γ′ solvus tem-
perature is predicted to be 1100◦C. Between the temperatures of 870-1100◦C,
a small percentage of η phase (Ni3Ti) is predicted to form; if the alloy is pro-
cessed above the solvus temperature and operated at < 850◦C then the volume
fraction observed in the alloy should be close to zero. Out of all the deleterious
phases that can be formed within V210A, the σ phase is predicted to form at the
highest temperature, yet it is < 700◦C; below these temperatures the kinetics of
diffusion within the alloy will be slow enough to prevent formation of this phase.
The σ phase forms a ”basket weave” morphology, which has a severe impact
on mechanical properties that affects many commercially available alloys. The
rapidly varying phase stability of the alloy, as indicated in Figure 3(a), means
that the alloy properties are expected to vary rapidly across property space.

Having seen how the yield stress, phase stability, ultimate tensile strength,
and density can act in counter directions it is appropriate to examine how the
probabilities of all the properties vary in tandem. Therefore, pairs of properties
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have been selected and examined to elucidate the compromise that must be
made between them. For each pair, two graphs are presented, the first graph
shows a relief plot of the probability of exceeding the two targets; the second
shows the probability of exceeding all the other targets that are taken into
consideration.

Stress rupture and phase stability: Figure 4(a) shows the predicted proba-
bility of simultaneously satisfying the minimum targets for stress rupture and
phase stability. A minimum target for a stress rupture resistance of 500MPa at
750◦C for 100 hours and a maximum phase stability, Md = 0.98 eV was set. This
was set by comparison of the Md values and σ phase formation with existing
superalloys.

The regions of high probabilities (bright colors) signify good predicted prop-
erties coupled with a low uncertainty due to the higher density of historical
data-points around these regions. The lowest probabilities are in the regions
where neither target is predicted to be satisfied or where there is a low data
density leading to high uncertainty. The rapidly varying pockets of high and
low probability are driven by the different properties coming in and out of favor
and the phases present vary rapidly across the composition space, as we saw
in Figure 3. Since the targets were defined using a normal distribution, at the
point 500MPa, and 0.98 eV the probability of simultaneously satisfy both tar-
gets is 0.25. In general, the highest probabilities are around a stress of 850MPa,
and phase stability of 0.95 eV. Creating an alloy with a higher stress rupture
resistance and lower phase stability than this becomes increasingly unlikely.

In general, an increase in stress rupture resistance requires additional al-
loying elements, which results in a decrease in the phase stability [15]. Our
probability based approach enables the best compromise between these two
competing factors to be found. In addition, it helps establish which elements
offer the most effective way of increasing the probability of exceeding the stress
rupture target whilst resulting in only a modest decrease in phase stability.

The proposed alloy, V210A, is contained within the large region of high
probability well above the minimum stress target, whilst RR1000 and U720Li are
just above the target. Rene95 and LSHR have superior stress rupture resistance,
but neither Rene95 nor LSHR meet the phase stability target. This graph
only shows the probabilities for two properties, most of the high probability
region above V210A become infeasible when the other properties are taken into
account.

Figure 4(b) shows how the probability distribution with respect to stress rup-
ture and phase stability change when all the other property targets are taken
into account. This drastically changes the distribution of probabilities shown
in Figure 4(a). Now there are sparse regions of higher probability of exceeding
all targets from that obtained when only two properties are considered. V210A
is contained within a region of high probability, which we confirm is not noise;
firstly, because all of the relief plots, Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 all show
V210A in a region of high probability, secondly because the consideration of
probability means that noise has large uncertainty and so would lower the prob-
ability, and thirdly by our later experimental verification. The figure correctly
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Figure 4: (Color online) (a) The probability of simultaneously satisfying two targets, a max-
imum phase stability target of 0.98 eV and a minimum stress rupture target of 500MPa at
750◦C for 100 hours. (b) A relief plot of simultaneously satisfying all of the targets for the
material, plotted with respect to phase stability and minimum stress rupture targets.

shows that the alloys LSHR, Rene95, RR1000, U720Li do not fulfill the targets
specified. Having seen the impact of the inclusion of the other properties, we
next look at the variation of design probability with thermal expansivity and
yield stress.

Thermal expansivity and yield stress: Figure 5(a) shows a relief probability
plot of thermal expansivity coefficient as a function of yield stress for developing
the alloy V210A. Minimum targets of a yield stress of 800MPa at 750◦C and a
maximum thermal expansion coefficient of 17× 10−6/K at 750◦C were set. The
region with the highest probability of exceeding these two targets is in general at
the lowest thermal expansion coefficient and highest yield stress. The thermal
expansion coefficient can be improved by adding refractory elements such as Mo,
Nb, W and Ta, which will simultaneously improve the yield stress. However,
adding these elements will increase the density and reduce phase stability, which
makes the majority of the family of alloys infeasible, as shown in the previous
graphs.

Figure 5(b) shows how the probability distribution with respect to thermal
expansion and yield stress changes when all the other property targets are taken
into account. There is not a significant increase on the probability of success
with decreasing thermal expansion. Therefore, it may be better to choose an
alloy with a relatively high thermal expansion coefficient, as is the case for
V210A – which has the highest probability of exceeding all the targets out of
the alloys shown. The other alloys shown have similar yield stresses and lower
thermal expansion coefficient, but as highlighted previously do not have all the
other necessary requirements for the application in question.

Yield stress and ultimate tensile strength: Figure 6(a) shows a relief plot of
simultaneously satisfying two targets, a minimum yield stress target of 800MPa
at 750◦C and a minimum ultimate stress target of 950MPa at 750◦C. Figure 6(b)
shows how the probability changes if all targets are considered. Now there
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Figure 5: (Color online) (a) A relief plot of simultaneously satisfying two targets, a maximum
thermal expansion target of 17× 10−6/K at 750◦C and a minimum yield stress of 800MPa at
750◦C. (b) A relief plot of simultaneously satisfying all targets for the material, plotted with
respect to thermal expansion and yield stress targets.
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are many small regions with higher probability of success surrounded by larger
regions with a low probability of success. The distribution of probability regions
is similar to that seen in the yield stress vs. thermal expansion coefficient.

As can been observed from all of these plots, V210A, sits in a region of high
probability which the other alloys do not, and thus is the alloy most likely to
meet the targets specified. Obviously, a different set of targets would result in
a different distribution of high probability alloys. This highlights the potential
advantages of matching the alloy for the specific application.

2.0.2. Experimental verification

Experimental testing was performed to verify the beneficial properties of the
proposed alloy, V210A. Starting from pelletized elements with purity greater
than 99.9%, the mixture was arc-melted under argon to produce a 50 g ingot
through five successive inversion and re-melt cycles. The alloy was then homog-
enized for 72 hours at 1200◦C, followed by the heat treatment in Table (2) of
holding at 900◦C for 30 hours. The alloy’s yield stress was determined through
compression testing on 4mm diameter, 6mm long cylindrical samples. Follow-
ing a 15minute dwell at the testing temperature a strain rate of 0.001 s−1 was
applied to measure the 0.2% proof strength. To study the oxidation resistance,
a 20× 10× 0.5mm sample, whose surface was ground with 3µm grit paper was
subjected to thermo-gravimetric analysis at 800◦C in air.

The predictions of the phase behavior were verified through secondary elec-
tron microscopy, as shown in Figure 7(a). The measured volume fraction of
γ′ precipitates was determined to be 51%, confirming our predictions, and less
than 1% of other deleterious phases were identified. The γ′ solvus temperature
was determined using metallographic techniques. A small series of ingots were
prepared and annealed at ±10◦C of the predicted solvus temperature. The sam-
ples were quenched and examined under electron microscopy. Examination of
the morphologies of γ′ present confirmed that the solvus temperature lay within
10◦C of the predicted result, 1100◦C. The experimentally measured density, de-
termined by the Archimedes method, also matched the theoretical prediction.
Figure 7(b) shows that the theoretical and experimental yield stress for an arc
melted alloy agree within expected uncertainty, and exceed experimentally mea-
sured values of the commercial alloy RR1000. The proposed alloy performs well
at high temperature due to the retention of γ′ precipitate strengthening, as well
as solid solution strengthening. For a powder processed alloy, reduced grain
size means that the yield stress would be even greater. Figure 7(c) shows that
the oxidation resistance agrees with the theoretical prediction and is superior
to that of RR1000.

Having examined the experimental results we can summarize and compare
all of the seven properties measured (cost, density, γ′ content, phase stability,
yield stress, Cr activity, and γ′ solvus) to the model predictions and the values
reported for other commercially available alloys in Figure 2. The properties of
V210A are consistent with theoretical predictions, within uncertainty. In partic-
ular, V210A exceeds the required targets of yield stress and oxidation resistance,
that none of the exemplar commercial alloys Udimet720, LSHR, Rene104, and
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Figure 7: (Color online) (a) Secondary electron micrograph image. (b) V210A yield stress
as a function of temperature with black the theoretical prediction for the proposed alloy,
along with the uncertainty in gray. The points + show experimental results for the optimal
alloy and N RR1000. (c) Oxidation resistance of V210A and RR1000 with temperature. The
theoretical predictions are shown in black with uncertainty in gray.
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RR1000 simultaneously fulfill. Moreover, the new alloy design tool allows us
to see how previous alloys do not have the appropriate compromise between
properties, for example Udimet720 is a low cost, lightweight alloy with low γ′

content, but it has comparatively poorer stress rupture, yield stress, and oxida-
tion resistance. On the other hand, LSHR fulfills the stress rupture target, but
the density and γ′ content are arguably too high, along with insufficient oxida-
tion resistance. The ability of the neural network tool to optimize all material
properties simultaneously means that the proposed nickel-base superalloy is an
ideal candidate for its target application.

3. Conclusions

A new computational alloy design tool was developed that incorporates un-
certainty to allow alloys to be designed with the greatest probability of meeting
a design specification containing many different material properties. The de-
sign tool was used to propose a new nickel-base superalloy alloy most likely to
simultaneously fulfill eleven different physical criteria. The tool predicted that
the new nickel-base polycrystalline alloy offered an ideal compromise between
its properties for disc applications and seven of these properties were exper-
imentally verified, demonstrating that it has better yield stress and oxidation
resistance than commercially available alternatives. The tool has also been used
to design a nickel-base alloy for a combustor liner [87], and two Mo-based alloys
for forging tools [88, 89]. The capability to rapidly discover materials compu-
tationally using this approach should empower engineers to rapidly optimize
bespoke materials for a given application, bringing materials into the heart of
the design process.
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